[9, 51, they use pattern-matching on array references to generate high-level collective communication.
We present here a (compile-time) scheme to estimate the communication cost involved in executing a loop on a parallel machine. This scheme works with reasonable efficiency only for dimensions upto 3. Even then, it would be very useful to know whether a given loop will be suitable for execution on parallel machine. *srikantQcsa.iisc.ernet .in '@Copyright 1997 IEEE. Published in the Proceedings of HiPC'97, December [18] [19] [20] [21] 1997 in Bangalore, India. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution t o servers or lists, or t o reuse any copyrighted component of this work in other works, must be obtained from the IEEE. If not we can decide to run the loop on a single processor. This is due to the fact that if the communication cost increases beyond some "threshold" the performance degrades to such an extent that it would be better to run the loop sequentially. We employ intersections of regions to estimate costs which are more accurate than profiling or pattern-matching schemes that are seen in literature. Profiling needs more time to estimate and pattern-ma.tching schemes are limited to the data base of patterns available and matching things might turn out costly.
Schemes to get good data partition for arrays in a loop by inducing best iteration space partitions are presented in [lo] with respect to our communication model. Here we present the overall algorithm adopted in this paper and details can be seen in [lo] . We call such distribution of data space using one hyperplane as Hyperplane Distribution. We consider only such distributions in this work. We will show how we can extend the scheme for sequence of loops in an execution path of a program. We will first attempt to find the best distribution for such a path and later address the issue of finding the best. distribution for the entire program.
Hyperplane Partitioning
In this section we will see very briefly the scheme called Hyperplane Partitioning; which is used in this work. The details ca.n be seen in [lo] . The method is as follows.
First, for every pair of references, the dependence equation is computed. The dependence equation gives the next index point which depends on the present index point.
For each pair, the direction of dependence are computed. The direction of dependence gives the direction of the vector along which the dependence vectors align eventually (far from the origin).
0 From these directions of dependences, we compute a Hyperplane which is used to partition the iteration space into as many number of partitions as there are logical processors. The Hyperplane will be the one which is best fit for the dependence directions obtained.
These dependence directions induce data space partitions in every array used in the loop. The direction of dependences are then induced into the data spaces of all the arrays and we fit a Data Hyperplane in these Data spaces of all arrays.
0 Each logical processor executes different partition in parallel keeping corresponding data partitions locally, and synchronization and non-local accesses are handled at runtime.
Communication Cost Estimation
For some loops, the computations will be inherently sequential and parallelizing such loops, would make them slower than sequential execution. So, it would be advantageous if we could estimate the communication cost involved in running the loop on a given machine with given data and iteration space distributions at compile time itself so that we can decide whether to run the loop parallel or to run it on a single processor.
In this work, we estimate the communication cost involved in running a given loop with given partitions (iteration space and data space). We will explain the essential idea by giving an example. and (20, 20) . Figure 1 shows how the iteration space is to be partitioned obtained by the scheme presented in [l.O] . Fig. 1 shows how the number of such dependencies can be estimated. For each partition, corresponding to each processor, the section which contains the index points which depend on some index point of this processor, is computed. We call such sections as 'dependency sections'. For example, we can see that section 'trans-iteri.grp' is the dependency section for 'iterigrp' which is the iteration space partition owned by pro-
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Now, the let US see what is the communication involved for a processor k . Consider the area of intersection between the partition section for processor k and its dependency seciion. For all the index points in this intersection, we can see that there is no cornmunication involved for processor k because both the index point and the index point which depends on this belong to same processor. So, overall communication involved is just the number of points which lie in the non-intersecting region as shown in the Fig 2. So, communication involved will be equal to the number of points lying in the region IBJFGH. As can be seen in [l] , the number of integer points (index points) are equal to the area of the section. So, the area of IB-JFGH gives the Communication involved for processor k . Similarly, we can compute communication involved for other processors. Sum total will give ULS the total cost of communication for executing the loop. But, since the partitions are run in parallel the total time required to do the comniunication would be maximum of times required by these processors.
Actually, not all index points in that region corresponds to communication cost. The reason will be explicit in the Example 2. (20, 20) . Then, as can be seen in the Figure   3 , not all integer points correspond to communication, because for some of the index points in the partition section, there will be no corresponding index points in the dependency section. For example, for the index point (0,5) the corresponding point in the dependency section would be (2.5,7'.5) which is not actually an index point. So, for (0,5), there is no communication involved. Similarly, we can see that for ( 1 , 7 ) and (2,3) there are no legal index points in dependency section, and hence no communicattion for these points. We need to estimate the number of index points in the partition section such that corresponding index point, in the dependency section is the integer vector. Lemma 3.1 will I prove useful in estimating such a quantity. Proof We see that whenever a2 and e2 divides i and b2 and d2 divide j simultaneously, the given vector will c t be an integer vector. It is easy to see that this happens when least common multiple of these numbers divide i and j respectively. They do it (ubo -lbo) * (ubll b l ) / ( l l * 1 2 ) number of times in the given range. I
Using the above lemma we can estimate fairly accurately the least number of' integer points that would give legal index points in the dependency sections also. Using this factor, we can compute the communication cost involved. We note here that finding exactly the size of the solution space for a mixed integer programming is more difficult and we have left that as future research.
Once the communication cost is estimated, we can either leave it to the user to decide whether to go ahead with parallelization or not, or perhaps the compiler can decide by itself with some knowledge. The compiler can parallelize the loop if the communication cost is not greater than some threshold, which is found by running few programs on the target machine.
Global Data Partitioning
In this section we see how we can partition the data space of a program globally .i.e, for the complete program.
Data Distribution Tree
Consider a path in a program with five loops as shown in the If we apply all possibilities for every node we get the tree as the one shown in Figure 4 .
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Each of the paths from the node 1 to any End Nodes represent possibly way of distribution/s and redistribution/s along the execution path of the program. We need to find the best (least cost) path from the node 1 to any End Node in the DDT for the given sequence of loops.
Example 4: Let us suppose the best path is the one highlighted in the Figure 4 . Then it says to get the best performance the loops L1 and Lz are to be run with SD for loops L1 and La, execute loop L3 with BLD and redistribute to run the loops L4 and L5 with
To get the least cost path from the node 1 to any End Node we need to assign costs for every node in the DDT. We see that cost for every edge,E outgoing from node Li, in the DDT can be estimated as given below :
SD for loops L4 and L5.
SDsforloops ( L~, L~) , ( L~, L z , L~) , ( L I , L~, L~, L~)
and (L1, La, L3, L4, L5)). Similarlyfor loops La, L3, L4, L5 it is 4,3,2 and 1 respectively and thus total number of times the cost estimation has to be done is 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 = 15 = n ( n + 1)/2, for n = 5.
The other point to note is that even though we have exponential number of edges in the DDT, we need to compute only O ( n 2 ) since the same edge cost repeats many times as can be seen in Figure 4 for L3 where
I

Communication Cost for the Sequence
We will see how we can estimate the communication cost for a sequence of loops once we have constructed DDT for the sequence of loops. Obviously we need to find the least cost path from the start to the end node of a DDT.
Redistribution Cost
We assume in this work that communication time$ involved in sending a message of length 1 between any two processors, follows the equation, the edges 3 -4 , 3 -5 , 3 -E repeats twice.
of Loops
In the above algorithm, C(Loops,Type), gives the cost of executing the sequence of loops, Loops, with distribution, 'Type' for the sequence of loops in the case of 'SD' and for the single loop in case of 'BLD'. C C ( L k ) gives the communication cost for redistributing after the L k in the sequence to suit the distribution for the next loop. Proof We see that the number of distinct distributions considered is exactly equal to the number of times the communication estimator is run, because for every distribution for a loop we need to run the estimator. Now, Ihe nuniber of distributions considered = n (for 'R' labels for every loop) + 
(#SD possibilities for Loop
L n -l ) = n(n+1)/2 = O ( n 2 )
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Example 5: Consider the sequence of loops given in Figure 4 . We see that number of cost estimations to be done for the L1 is 5 (1 for BLD, 4 for It has been seen [7] that the value of a and ,f3 change with message length I . But it is true for any message length that, T = P / a , will be of order of lo3, because of which redistribution with better distribution for the next loop becomes a reasonable alternative in the algorithm.
We assume that redistribution after execution of a loop is done as follows: 0 First, all processors except 0 send their chunk of data to processor 0.
Then, processor 0 will send again the new chunks according to new distribution to all the processors except itself. . We note here that redistribution cost is independent of the way the distribution is done and so it is the same for any edge in the DDT.
Total Cost for the Sequence of Loops
Once the DDT is constructed we can get the total cost of the program by the shortest path algorithm of Dijltstra [B] . The shortest path algorithm from source to destination will take B(N + e ) time where N is the number of nodes and e is the number of edges. { a , b , c } , { c , l , m , n , o , p } , minimized communication cost on every path, the overall cost of the program also gets reduced. If we run the algorithm for every path in the program from the start to the end node in the program it would minimize the cost still better, but that would take exponential amount of time since there could be exponential number of paths from the start to the end of a program. We can compute total communication cost by considering the probabilities at the junctions. At junctions there could be conflicting requirements for a loop. These can be handled ad hoc by satisfying arbitrarily any one. This needs to be studied further to get a better scheme. , d , el , { e, f, g, h, kl, { e, i, .ikl, {k, Pl , {P, 4 Estimating communication cost for programs running on distributed memory machines is a difficult but important problem. We have a scheme to estimate the communication cost with Hyperplane Partitioning of the iteration space of a loop. Using this estimat,ion we present a scheme for Global data partitioning of a complete program. This work needs to be extended to make cost estimation more accurate and more versatile to handle any number of dimensions of arrays.
